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RLC Squash vs Royal Klang Club Squash
The Royal Klang Club were only represented by two
players, despite the originally intending to represent four.
Not one to back off out of a challenge, our opponents
were most obliging to play eight matches between the
two of them!

The tie ended 4 matches each, painting the tribute to our
opponents and a fitting result to an enjoyable day of squash.
Later at dinner at the banquet hall, our opponents kindly
presented a souvenir plaque to the Club and in return, the
Club presented the RLC 125th anniversary book.

Initially, I thought they would offer a token resistance but
my worst fears were realised when they gave us a lesson in
fitness, speed and determination as they won 3 out of the
first 4 matches. Fortunately, we saved our best two players
for last, Nicholas Lee and Rajiv, who succeeded in
extinguishing the fire within our opponents.

My thanks to Loke Wai Mun and Baskar for organising the
event and to my team mates, Nicholas Lee, Rajiv, Huang Ying
How, Chris Low and Jesper Lee for their participation and
efforts on the day.

THE HEAT IS ON
At table tennis matches at the annual series of games between RLC and Raintree Club
RLC mens team played well and won
5-4 matches. Congratulations!
Raintree won all the 4 women singles
and 2 women doubles matches. The
Raintree Club women’s team had
very good players.

RLC invited the Raintree club members to play a series of games on July 14, with
table tennis being among them. In the 6 men singles matches, RLC won 4 matches
and Raintree won 2. In the men doubles, Raintree won 2 matches and RLC won 1
match.
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After the matches, our guests of
table tennis, tennis, squash and
badminton players gathered at the
banquet hall for a scrumptious
Chinese dinner. After dinner, the RLC
and Raintree club members enjoyed
a karaoke session.

SERIES OF THE GAMES | ARENA

A GOOD FIGHT
The RLC Racquet Committee’s series of
games with Kelab Shah Alam, Selangor
By Teh Ah Huat
Royal Lake Club, with Loke Wai Mun as Chairman of the
Racquet Committee, organised a series of interclub
games on Saturday, July 14.
The Badminton Section of Royal Lake Club hosted the
interclub badminton games with Kelab Shah Alam
Selangor. Knowing that KSAS has many formidable
badminton players, the Badminton Sub-Committee
under the capable chairmanship of Loke, arranged for
former international doubles champion, Yap Yee Hup, to
provide two sessions of advance coaching to the
Badminton Section players prior to this friendly
tournament.
The games began at 5.30pm after a welcome tea
reception for the guests. A total of six doubles games
were officially played and the Royal Lake Club players
put up a strong challenge against the KSAS players with
many games ended in a draw despite losing marginally
overall.

The players were satisfied with the strong challenges from
both sides. Participants of the six doubles from RLC were VT
Selvam, Chua KK, Loong CM, Teh AH, Goh KC, Dato’ KP Lim,
Chii Der, Lim BJ, Wong KS, Wong HL and Chooi TW.
Royal Lake Club then hosted the players from KSAS together
with members from other clubs namely Raintree Club and
Royal Klang Club to a dinner at the Banquet Hall, which was
offi ciated by our President Patrick Chiam. Post dinner was
followed by karaoke sessions to end a good and memorable
evening.

WELL PLAYED
The dart games at the annual series between RLC and Raintree Club
By Robert Low
The Darts Section of RLC hosted a Series of games with the Raintree Club on 14 July 2018 comprising of 1001, 3 singles, 3
doubles and 2 Mixed doubles. Both team concluded with a DRAW scoring 11 point each team. RLC were represented by :
-Dr Surindar Singh, Tham Kok Peng, Farrah, Jai Belani, Palani, Capt (R) Farouk, Osman Khan,
Rena Low, Dr Heenie Lee, Asvika.
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CUTI CUTI HASH
The RLC Harriers live it up in Port Dickson
By Stephanie Yong

My father belongs to the RLC Harriers section and when he
told us that our family would be joining a cuti-cuti event in
Port Dickson, my sister Erica and I became very excited. On
the appointed Saturday morning, we gathered early at the
Club quadrangle and boarded the bus. On the journey, the
uncles started drinking beer and stout while we ate snacks.
Upon arrival at the Port Dickson Golf & Country Club, we
partook of a generous spread called brunch with nasi
lemak, baked beans, fried meehoon, scrambled eggs and a
wide variation of other food.
We adjourned to PD EXtreme Park, where we went
go-karting. Joshua Wong proved to be a natural racer and
easily lapped everybody and won the race, miles ahead of
the runner-up. Watch out, Lewis Hamilton. After that
thrilling experience, we headed for the Army Museum
which showcased the genesis of the Malaysian Armed
Forces, the progress of the country to Merdeka and the
difficulties of the Emergency. Most educational ... and it was
time to check in at two adjacent hostelries, the Ilham Resort
and the Tanjung Biru Condominium.
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Soon it was time to start the main event, a run through the
sandy beach, across some sharp rocks, into some coastal
jungle and up some rocky faces to the lighthouse before a
gentle descent to Blue Lagoon. It was a challenging run but
hashers are hardy people and one by one, we completed
the run and trickled home to shower and get into our
sarongs and red berets for the evening festivities. The uncles
were busy trying to fire up the barbecue pit and soon the
roaring fire produced some hot coal to cook the various
marinated meat.
Col Johan, the indefatiguable OC (organising chairman), was
seen directing all the seemingly disjointed activities which
resulted in some burnt offerings supplemented with some
delicious curries and yes, lots of beer and wine and whisky.
GrandMaster Bala called the Circle to order and Village Elder,
Uncle Yap hauled up sinners for one transgression or
another but it was all frivolous fun and all took the ribbing in
their stride ... and so alongside the beach fronting the Straits
of Melaka, the hashers of RLC Harriers dined and they wined
and had a jolly good time.
The next morning dawned bright and clear and after
breakfast we embarked on the Recovery (aka Hangover)
Walk which was a stroll in the park after yesterday's ordeal.
The benign paths of the Tanjung Tuan Forest Reserve led to
the lighthouse and down again under the canopy of the
forest. Then it was time for Yit Hin Hainan Chicken Rice at
the PD town centre, reputedly the best chicken rice in the
world with savoury rice and kampong chicken. It was yet
another feast ... help, we are putting on weight. All good
things must come to an end and soon it was time to start
the journey back. However, the tireless hashers continued to
eat, drink and be merry all the way back to the Club. It had
been an eventful and tiring outing and we all enjoyed it to
the hilt. When's the next outing?

GOLF | ARENA

THE WAY OF THE GAME
Royal Lake Club vs Bentong Golf Club annual competition
By Dato’ Tan Seng Chee
In the wee hours of the morning at 6.15am on July 29, a
troop of 28 Royal Lake Club golfing warriors went to
Bentong to defend the Championship Trophy we brought
home in the preceding year.

Our opponents managed to pull of another home-victory
albeit narrowly. To soothe our momentary despair, and
being the good hosts that Bentong golfers are, they treated
us to a very happy get-together with good delicious
breakfast, kampong curries and local delicacies. This of
course included plenty of good local coffee, teh tarik, beer
and even whisky.

We were entering the lion’s den, Bentong Golf Course,
being their home ground. Undeterred and determined, we
came in strong with 14 pairs who were willing to put their
best feet forward and fight to the last drop to retain the
trophy.

After the sumptuous lunch and good fellowship, we left for
home at 3pm. However, the best was yet to come … our
committee arranged for pesticide-free durians (donated by
Allan Hooi RLC, a member now residing in Selesa Hills) that
were distributed and quickly eaten on the bus home.

Though we did our best, with very good scores individually
and collectively, we did not succeed.

THE RESULTS OF THE CHAMPIONSHIP ARE AS FOLLOWS:Overall Best Pair

:

Mohamed Latif Yabcob &
Mohd Rusdi Ismail
(Bentong Golf Club)

50 OCB

Royal Lake Club Best Pairs

Points

1st Placing

:

Tony Liew & May Liew

50

2nd Placing

:

Dato’ Dina Rizal & Patrick YC Siew

47 OCB

3rd Placing

:

Dato’ Tan Seng Chee & John Cheang

47

4th Placing

:

Datin Noor Aini Samsudin &
Che Roslan Abd Ghani

46

Kelab Golf Bentong Best Pairs
1st Placing

:

Angie Chong & Hasthaletchumi

49 OCB

2nd Placing

:

Abd Rahman Kamarul &
Mohd Shokri Zainal

49 OCB

3rd Placing

:

Lin Siew Guan & Lim Siew Luan

49

4th Placing

:

Steven Tham & Kelvin Chow

48

Won by :

Bentong Golf Club
Royal Lake Club

456
440

Champion
Runner-up
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PIECING IT ALL TOGETHER
7 surprising benefits of doing jigsaw puzzles

Following the lead of vinyl record albums, coloring books
and traditional board games, jigsaw puzzles are seeing a
resurgence in popularity. Perhaps, because it's an
opportunity to unplug and give yourself and family an
escape from the information overload that is buzzing
through the very fabric of our lives 24/7.
Wrestling the kids (or yourself ) away from screens, devices,
even the television can be a nearly impossible task, but it's
vital to our mental and even physical health. A jigsaw
puzzle requires your full attention and therein lies the
magic.

4. Jigsaw puzzles are a great meditation tool and stress
reliever
Focusing on one image for a long period of time, without
extraneous thoughts entering your mind, is in itself
meditation. By doing a jigsaw puzzle, you're getting the
same benefits as if you meditated. The stress of everyday
life evaporates and is replaced by a sense of peace and
tranquillity that lowers your blood pressure and heart rate.

Everyone from tweens and teens to millennials and
overworked parents to seniors are returning to this quiet
pastime of childhood. Call it a retro revolution.

5. Jigsaw puzzles are a great way to connect with family
Starting a jigsaw puzzle and keeping it on a table in your
living room or kitchen is an invitation for the whole family
to participate, whenever they have a few minutes to sit
down and focus. It's a tactic that parents of teens can use
for starting a conversation while working toward a shared
goal.

Ravensburger, a company that has been making
high-quality, premium jigsaw puzzles for 134 years, recently
partnered with Target to offer a new line of 500- and
1,000-piece puzzles because anyone and everyone can
benefit from puzzling.

6. Conversely, jigsaw puzzles are great for some needed
alone time
Puzzling is perfect for people who want a quiet, solo break
from the bustle and unrelenting stimulus of today's digital
lifestyle.

(HINT: Start with the 500-piece puzzle. They're designed to
strike the perfect balance of challenge and solvability.)
Here are some benefits of puzzling that might surprise you.
1. Jigsaw puzzles exercise the left and right sides of
your brain at once
Your left brain is logical and works in a linear fashion, while
your right brain is creative and intuitive. When you're doing
a jigsaw puzzle, both sides are engaged, according to
Sanesco Health, an industry leader in neurotransmitter
testing. Think of it as a mental workout that improves your
problem-solving skills and attention span. It's no surprise
that Bill Gates admits to being an avid puzzler.
2. Jigsaw puzzles improve your short-term memory
Can't remember what you had for lunch yesterday? Jigsaw
puzzles can help with that. Doing a puzzle reinforces
connections between brain cells, improves mental speed
and is an especially effective way to improve short-term
memory.
3. Jigsaw puzzles improve your visual-spatial reasoning
When you do a jigsaw puzzle, you need to look at individual
pieces and figure out where they'll fit into the big picture. If
you do it regularly, you'll improve visual-spatial reasoning,
which helps with driving a car, packing, using a map,
learning and following dance moves, and a whole host of
other things.
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7. You'll live longer, better if you puzzle regularly
Studies show that people who do jigsaw and crossword
puzzles have longer life spans with less chances of
developing Alzheimer's disease, memory loss or dementia.
Puzzling stimulates the brain and actually wards off the
plaque that is the marker of Alzheimer's, according to a
recent study published in the Archives of Neurology. The
study compared brain scans of 75-year-olds to 25-year-olds.
The elderly people who did puzzles regularly had brain
scans comparable to the 25-year-olds.
Doing jigsaw puzzles is good for your mind, body and spirit.
So, on your next lazy Sunday (or better yet - crazed
Monday), unplug, put your phone on "Do Not Disturb," and
get swept away by a puzzle. – BPT

BEHIND THE BOTTLE

SIZZLING SIPS

The summer’s hottest wines are made in South Africa

Summertime means weekend adventures, sunsets and
toasting with friends and family. With so many wine
options on shelves, selecting the perfect summer sip can
be daunting. For those looking to impress guests with
wine recommendations that extend beyond the usual
suspects, look no further than South Africa for inspiration
with white wine varietal, Chenin Blanc.

Taste: Bright nectarine and stone fruit freshness on the
nose. Crisp citrus flavour with tangy lemon vibrancy that
is matched by more of the nectarine and stone fruit
fleshiness in the mouth. Lively with lovely light body and
a gentle persistence.

Pairing perfectly with South Africa's star white wine is the
tradition of South Africa's sundowner - a moment at the
end of the day when everyone stops to watch the sunset
while enjoying a cocktail or a glass of wine - synonymous
with the American happy hour. Whether tipping back a
glass of wine after a day at the beach or concluding a
long work week, the sundowner offers a time to reflect,
enjoy and celebrate amongst friends.

The Big Easy White offers an amazing array of tropical
fruits, showing the complexity and charm the Cape has to
offer. This wine is crafted with 100 percent Chenin Blanc,
and has an easy-drinking, unwooded style. Its big appeal
is due to its flavours being so pleasant, refreshing and
approachable.

What gives Chenin Blanc rising star status?
Versatile: Whether pinot grigio or sauvignon blanc is your
go-to varietal, Chenin Blanc is a worthy alternative to
shake things up this summer, offering a crisp acidity that
people love to enjoy during warm weather.

Ernie Els Big Easy White

Taste: The tropical palate is richly textured with hints of
wild herbs and Indian spice, adding complexity and good
depth. This wine is medium-bodied and unhindered by
oak, giving a lively fruit structure and soft, easy finish.
Nederburg Heritage Heroes: The Anchorman Chenin
Blanc

Bridges Old and New Worlds: While considered a New
World region, South Africa has a rich history and tradition
of winemaking, with the first vines planted in the 17th
century. This is the only New World country with this rich
heritage that contributes to the production of quality
wines.

The Heritage Heroes is a gourmet collection of
handmade, ultra-premium wines, each individually
named to honour a personality who has played a role in
shaping Nederburg's history and reputation. The
Anchorman is named for Nederburg's founder, Philippus
Wolvaart, who bought the farm in 1791 and planted
Chenin Blanc, among other varietals.

Value: You can get handcrafted Chenin Blanc at an
accessible price point.

Taste: Well-balanced, fresh and fruity with a beautiful
minerality and an excellent structure.

Chenin Blanc provides crisp refreshment on any summer
day. Whether you're pairing with a meal or enjoying a
sundowner, here are three must-try wines:

You may not be travelling far this summer, but you can
enjoy this South African tradition at home by stocking up
on Chenin Blanc and planning a few sundowners with
friends and neighbours.

Protea Chenin Blanc
Made with 100 percent Chenin Blanc grapes from select
bush vine vineyards in the Swartland and
Voor-Paardeberg regions of South Africa. These grapes
contribute a balance of freshness and natural acidity to
this light-bodied white wine.
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TRAVEL

11 COOL THINGS TO SEE AND EXPERIENCE IN
LAKE TOBA
Travelling to Lake Toba just got easier with AirAsia’s new direct flight to Silangit!

Welcome to a lake so large, the whole of Singapore could
fit inside it! Not only is Lake Toba the biggest lake in
Southeast Asia, it is also the largest volcanic lake on the
planet. Formed from an epic volcano eruption some
75,000 years ago, it is one of the most beautiful places in
Indonesia.
Up until recently, the closest international airport to Lake
Toba was in Medan, some six hours’ bus ride away. With
AirAsia’s new direct route from Kuala Lumpur International
Airport (KLIA2) to Silangit International Airport, travellers
have an easier access to marvel at the piece of paradise
that is Lake Toba.
Here are some wonderful things to do in and around Lake
Toba:
1. Enjoy the marvellous vistas
Formed some 75,000 years ago from a massive volcanic
eruption, Lake Toba is blessed with a stunning panorama
with scenic lakes, rolling mountains, lush greenery and
charming local settlements scattered in between. The lake
is 1145 square kilometres in size, with an average depth of
450 metres. Best to rent a motorbike or hire a driver for a
scenic drive along this majestic lake.
2. Marvel at the tallest waterfall in Indonesia
Indonesia’s tallest waterfall Sipiso-piso plunges a
whopping 120 metres down! If you look closely, you’ll also
notice that the stream does not flow from over the land,
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but rather from the inside! You can enjoy the impressive view
from a viewpoint up a cliff, or hike down to see the rapid
stream.
3. Smell the fresh flowers at Sapo Juma Tongging
Inject some colours into your trip with a visit to Sapo Juma
Tongging, where pretty flowers and green shrubs make for
wonderful sightseeing and the perfect photo op! Enjoy the
scenery with a hot drink at the coffee shop, or spend a night
at one of the cottages for hire. Want to sleep under the stars?
Check out their awesome camping space.
4. Snap some awesome shots for Instagram
Level up your Instagram game with some serious
#wanderlust shots at various photo op spots overlooking
Lake Toba. The best place for this is Bukit Indah
Simarjajunjung, where for a small fee, you can take photos
inside a huge bird’s nest, a tall swing, elevated platforms and
more. Can you feel the likes rolling in already?
5. Explore Samosir Island
Most travellers here will make their way to Samosir Island, the
island centrepiece of Lake Toba. Prepare at least two or three
days in your itinerary for this and enjoy the chill out vibe, bask
in the incredible panorama and check out the intriguing
culture of the Batak tribe native to this region.
Samosir Island is also home to Lake Sidhihoni, making it a
lake inside a lake – just how cool is that?

TRAVEL
6. Get in touch with the local culture and heritage
Calling the area home is the ingenious Batak people who
are native to North Sumatra and some parts of the
Philippines. It’s very easy to spot rumah bolon (traditional
Batak house) all over the island, but for a more hands-on
experience with the Batak culture and heritage, head over
to the Huta Bolon Simanindo Museum. Don’t miss out on
the traditional dance performances, which are held twice
daily at 10.30am and 11.45am.
7. Chill out by the beach
Yup, there’s a beach along the shores of Lake Toba! It is
located on the lakeside town of Parapat, which is the major
access point for travellers heading to Samosir Island. Here is
where you can find boat operators, accommodation, shops,
restaurants and even banks.
8. Visit a hot spring

10. Feast on delicious local cuisine

With its very interesting origins, the area around Lake Toba
is bound to have plenty of natural attractions, including hot
springs. A popular place to visit is the Sipoholon Hot
Springs, where you can take a dip in the flowing sulphuric
waters rich in healing properties.

North Sumatran dishes are known to pack intense flavours
with heavy use of chillies, lemongrass, ginger and garlic.
Some dishes that are not to be missed here include soto
udang (glass noodles cooked in a prawn gravy), sayur taucu
(vegetables with fermented soy beans) and bihun bebek (rice
noodles cooked with duck meat). For a taste of true Batak
cuisine, check out their babi panggang, a roasted pork dish
which is traditionally served with a bowl of blood soup. If that
sounds too much for you, don’t worry. Halal food like the
ubiquitous Nasi Padang cuisine can easily be found all over
the region.
11. Indulge with a delicious glass of Jus Alpukat (Avocado
Juice)
Would you believe that some of the best avocados in the
world are grown on Samosir Island? It’s hard to certify this
fact, but one thing’s for sure – they’re in abundance here!
Just go to any restaurant and order a glass of jus alpukat.
This creamy, truly indulgent drink has been a thing here long
before millennials bombarded your instagram feed with their
avocado toast pics.

9. Shop for ulos
Something to look out for when visiting Lake Toba is ulos,
the traditional cloth of the Batak tribe. Made of cotton and
natural dyes and hand-woven using traditional looms, they
come in a variety of patterns and colours and make for
great souvenirs to take home.

GETTING THERE: AirAsia flies to Silangit from Kuala Lumpur.
For low fares and great travel deals, visit travel360.com
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Uncle Yap

Have a right to recompense (5) was the winning double
definition clue for the word MERIT submitted by T.V.Sekhar
(15678). Congratulations and you get a RM100 F&B voucher.

A G A T H A
R

D

For RLC 228, solve the puzzle and create a clue for the answer
to 4 Down. Completed entries (no envelopes, no staples,
please) should be placed in the allocated box situated in the
Main Library before noon, Sunday 30 September 2018.
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Consolation RM20 F&B vouchers are awarded to the following
for their all-correct entries to RLC 227 : Chew Yoke Lim (7906),
Dato Tan Seng Chee (8961), Maureen Mokhlis (10262), Wong
Kok Heng (12035) and Tunku Yahaya (14189). Please collect
your prizes from the Main Library.
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ACROSS
1&26 Secretary-general of 21,28 & 11 to feature with
heads of political entities negotiating governance (4,4)
3
Border region traversed by packhorses without
company (6,4)
10
Crisis period of insurgency (9)
11
see 21
12
Girl gave Malaysian weight to the Orient (5)
13
Adroitly arranged worship (8)
15
Positive body language? (7)
17
British supremo fighting 21,28&11 was politician
embraced by left-out teller (7)
19
Terrible to go back with extremely idiotic nonsense (7)
21,28 & 11 Guerrillas during ten having same leaders as male
chauvinist pigs (7,9,5)
22
Team set fire to facial hair (8)
24
Reside in North Island, Wellington (5)
27
Abolish right in comfort (5)
28
see 21
29
Bids at Wimbledon, Flushing Meadows, etc (10)
30
Prison agitation (4)

DOWN
1
Threatening king during registration (8,2)
2
Still showing up in lacklustre nightclub (5)
4
Searching for activity of unspeakable in full pursuit of
Entry Form for RLC 228
the uneatable (7)
5
Blacklist estate manager in Ireland (7)
6
Ailment with Indonesian currency is unending (5)
7
Like Dawn, change odd tyre in auto rally (9)
8
Where Charon plied his craft (4)
9
Accepting silver ring around mid-week (8)
14
Medium of language? (10)
16
Tibetan leader took back a boy, a boxer and a
graduate (5,4)
Members who want an explanation for all the clues in last issue’s 18
Scholar apprentice round severe stench (8)
puzzle are invited to e-mail yfyap88@gmail.com with the subject
20
Assembly thrashed out conclusion son rejected (7)
“Crossword answers please” and you will be placed on the mail-list
21
At least, note hesitation (7)
to receive by e-mail, explanations for all the clues.
23
Change editor taking in staff (5)
25
Was first to be (5)
28
26
see 1
29
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Answer Grid for RLC 227
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RLC Crossword No 228 set by Uncle Yap
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SUDOKU CHALLENGE
Edited by Jeff H. S. Keow

Results/Worked Example of Sudoku Challenge: July/August 2018 Issue.
Adapted No. 02 (Hard) from Sudoku Hell by Tetsuya Nishio (Vertical, Inc. New York 2009).
C1
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

C2

C3

C4

6

C5

C6

C7

C8

8

C9

2

4
8
88 3 27 5 110 7 69 9 46
2
6
1
7
9
4
8 63 1
3 24 5 75
7
2
6
26 3 71
62 9
Figure 1
C1

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

C2

C3

C4

6

C5

C6

714
8
4 611
88 3 27 5 110
2
6
7
713 9
8 63 1
7
2
26 3 71
Figure 2

C7

C8

C9

2
212 8 715
7 69 9 46
716
1
218
4 617
3 24 5 75
6
62 9

Step 1: The aim is to get the 1st soln. and any 1. Stack 2: C4: [7] in B1, B5, R8: 71, C4/ B8,
other soln. as quickly as possible. Thus,
OC. Do the 1st f. up of successive solns.
choose the technique that yields the soln. that
first until there is no f. up soln. Only “OD”
is easiest and fastest to see/deduce. Look for 2
logic and “T2” analysed will be stated. 1st F.
same digits in the same band/stack. Stack 2
up in B8, B8: [6] in C5, R8: 62, B8/B8. 1st F.
has 2 7s which yield 71 via C4 initial analysis.
up 62, R7: [62] in B8; [6] in C1, C5, B9: 63,
Step 2: Do the 1st f. up of 71 in its T1/T2
R7/B7. 1st F. up 63, R7: [2] in C1, B8, C9:
territory (in results, only T2 is stated) to yield
24, R7/B9, OC. 1st F. up 24, R7: [7] in B7;
nd
st
rd
2 soln. whose 1 f. up yields the 3 soln. and
[71] in B8: 75, R7/B9. No more f. up soln.
continue the 1st f. up of every f. up soln. until
Based on “Last in; first out” rule, do the 2nd
there is no more f. up soln. by direct deduction.
f. up of 24.
Then, go for the 2nd f. up of an earlier soln. 2. 2nd f. up 24, R9(T2): [24] in B9; [2] in B8, C1:
based on “Last in; first out” guideline. Do the
26, R9/B7. F. up 26, C3(T2): [26] in B7; [2] in
1st f. up of this series of solns. until there is
B4, R1: 27, C3/B1. 1st F. up 27, R3: [8] in
no more f. up soln. Then, do the 2 nd f. up of
B2, B3: 88, R3/B1. F. up 88, R3: [6] in C5:
this new series using similar f. up guideline.
69, R3/B3. F. up 69, R3: By last cell: 110
Figure 2: Resume analysis. 110 has no
follow-up soln. Note that 69 has 3 f. ups in
R3 (T1), R2(T2) and B6(T2) (yields a LS).
Do the 2nd f. up of 69 that yields soln. first.
2nd F. up 69, R2(T2): [69] in B3; [62] in C6; [6]
in B1, C5: 611, R2/B2. F. up 611, R2: [27] in
B1; [2] in B3, C5: 212, R2/B2. No more f. up;
go to 3rd f. up of 69 in B6(T2).
Eureka! 3rd F. up 69, B6(T2): [24,69] in C7;
[26] in C9; [26] in R4: 1st strategic LS(26),
B6/C8, by LS principle. F. up LS(26), R6: [26]
in R6; [7] in B5, C1; [75] in C9: 713, R6/B4. F.
up 713, C3(T2): [713] in B4; [7] in B7: 714,
C3/B1. F. up 714, R2(T2): [714] in B1; [7] in B2,
C9: 715, R2/B3.

Figure 2: Resume analysis. F. up 715 in C7.
F. up 715, C7(T2): [715] in B3, [75] in B9, [7]
in R5: 716, C7/B6. No more f. up; go to 2nd f.
up of 713. 2nd F. up 713, R6: [6] in C1, B5,
C9: 617, R6/B6. F. up 617, C8: [2] in B3, R4;
[24] in B9: 218, C8/B6.
From the grid situation, it is very clear that
from the 19th soln. to the final 57th soln. the
Sudoku is solved directly and easily.
Solving points: Sudoku solving is best
performed using analytical tools/techniques to
deduce digit-solns. based on OC/OD logic. Do
know how to derive “facing” relationships
between digit/blank cells due to R/C/B rules
that define T1/T2 territories of a digit.
SOLUT ION

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS OF SUDOKU CHALLENGE (July – August 2018 ISSUE)
RM50/- Meal Voucher
RM10/- Meal Voucher

Mr Chua Giok Loon, M’ship No: 14678; Mr Soh Chee Gee; M’ship No: 15274
Mr Tan Kean Hin, M’ship No: 13659

Sudoku Titbits: “Sudoku” is abbreviated from the Japanese name of the puzzle that was first introduced by Nikoli of Japan
in its April 1984 issue of “Monthly Nikoli: “Suji wa dokushin ni kagiru” which is translated as “the digits must be single”.
Prize and Recognition
For this Sudoku Challenge, normally up to three (3) entries with the best answers will receive a
food voucher worth RM50/- each valid at any food outlet of the Club for a period of 3 months. In
addition, up to 5 or more entries will receive a food voucher of RM10/- each as consolation prizes.
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Name of Member: (Mr/Ms/Mrs/En/Cik/Puan/Dr/Dato’ etc) _____________________________
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d)

Criteria for Winning Entries: Quality: Only strategic locked sets are valid; how LS are used
in follow-up to deduce the solution should be shown. Digits as missing digits used to deduce
the solution should be given. We look for simplest LS used; shortest path taken; easiest
technique used; most elegant approach in deducing solutions systematically/sequentially.
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Submission of Entries
Submit your entry by hand/by post to reach the Library by 2 weeks after release of Newsletter.

Membership No: __________ Tel/HP/Email: ____________
(Please state “spouse”)
(wef March/April 2018, only 1 membership no. is eligible for a prize.)
Instructions
a) a) Fill in the blank cells in the Sudoku with digits from 1 to 9 so that each row, column and block
contains the digits from 1 to 9 without repeating any.
b) b) Also, mark-in the strategic “locked” sets (LS) of candidate digits to break the Sudoku code in the
grid itself. This is a required condition.
c) c) Record your sequence of results in A4 paper. Attach your results to the solved Sudoku,
showing R/C/B analysed, position, only OD used need be shown. Show the strategic LS in your
table of results and in the grid. The LS can be LS(x) in a block along a R/C; LS(xy) in a block or
in 2 blocks; LS(xyz) in a block or in 2/3 blocks; LS(wxyz) in a block or in 2/3 blocks. LS is deduced
by LS principle (not by OC/OD logic). d) The decision of the judges is final.
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Adapted from SUDOKU HELL by Tetsuya Nishio (Vertical, Inc. New York;
2009) No. 004 Hard (003 is skipped due to pattern of 2 seta of locked sets.)
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